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Abstract

In this paper, we present a novel method to explore semantically meaningful visual

information and identify the discriminative spatiotemporal relationships between them

for real-time activity recognition. Our approach infers human activities using continuous

egocentric (first-person-view) videos of object manipulations in an industrial setup. In

order to achieve this goal, we propose a random forest that unifies randomization, dis-

criminative relationships mining and a Markov temporal structure. Discriminative re-

lationships mining helps us to model relations that distinguish different activities, while

randomization allows us to handle the large feature space and prevents over-fitting. The

Markov temporal structure provides temporally consistent decisions during testing. The

proposed random forest uses a discriminative Markov decision tree, where every nonter-

minal node is a discriminative classifier and the Markov structure is applied at leaf nodes.

The proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on a new challenging

video dataset of assembling a pump system.

1 Introduction

Automatic recognition of human activities (or events) from video is important to many po-

tential applications of computer vision. A number of approaches have been proposed in the

past to address the problem of generic activity recognition [1, 37]. Many activities can be

recognized using cues such as space-time interest points [19, 20], joint shape and motion de-

scriptors [5, 6, 12, 22], feature-level relationships [15, 18, 30, 39], object-hand interactions

[4, 13, 16] and feature tracklets [25, 26]. All these approaches recognize activities by using

some similarity measure [9], often based on motion and appearance throughout the interval

in which it is performed. Most of these studies are based on computing local space-time

gradients or space-time volume or other intensity features.These approaches are designed to

classify activities after fully observing the entire sequence assuming each video contains a

complete execution of a single activity. However, such features alone are often not sufficient

for modeling complex activities since the same activity can produce noticeably different

c© 2014. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.

It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: Proposed method recognizes (a) “Attach bearing” and (b) “Attach electric posi-

tioner” activity via learning pairs of discriminative visual features through their spatiotem-

poral relationships. Colored dots represent visual features (SIFT [23]).

movement patterns. For this reason, there is a growing interest in modeling spatiotemporal

relationships between visual features [15, 18, 25, 30]. In this framework, we further in-

vestigate these relationships to recognize activities from a continuous live video (egocentric

view) of a person performing manipulative tasks in an industrial setup. In such environments,

the purpose of activity recognition is to assist users by providing instantaneous instructions

from an automatic system that maintains an understanding of the on-going activities. We

approach this complex problem as the composition of relatively simple spatiotemporal rela-

tionships that carry discriminative spatiotemporal statistics between visual features using a

sliding window. As illustrated in Fig.1, the main idea is to learn pairs discriminative visual

features based on their spatiotemporal relationships for distinguishing various activities. In

order to recognize activities in real-time, we propose the use of randomization that considers

a random subset of relational features at a time and Markov temporal structure that provides

temporally smoothed output.

We propose a random forest with a discriminative Markov decision tree algorithm. The

algorithm discovers pairs of visual features whose spatiotemporal relationships are highly

discriminative and temporally consistent for activity recognition. Our algorithm is different

from conventional decision trees [7, 8, 17] and uses a linear SVM as a classifier at each

nonterminal node and effectively explores temporal dependency at terminal nodes of the

trees. We explicitly model the spatial relationships of left, right, top, bottom, very-near,

near, far and very-far as well as temporal relationships of during, before and after between

a pair of visual features, which are selected randomly at the nonterminal nodes of a given

Markov decision tree. Our hypothesis is that the proposed relationships are particularly

suitable for detecting complex non-periodic manipulative tasks and can easily be applied to

the existing visual descriptors such as SIFT [23], STIP [19], CUBOID [10] and SURF [3].

Like many recent works [4, 13, 36], we justify our framework using an egocentric

paradigm for recognizing complex manipulative tasks in an industrial environment. Unlike

these studies, our approach is targeted for intelligent assistive systems in order to assist naïve

users while performing a task. Therefore, the system should be able to recognize activities

from partial observations in real-time. There also have been previous approaches for rec-

ognizing activities using single frames [13, 28]. However, they are limited to either simple

activities or require pre-trained object detectors. Similarly, there are approaches [11, 30, 34]

that use spatiotemporal relationships which are adapted from Allen’s temporal predicates

[2]. These are generally unsuitable for incomplete observation in an egocentric paradigm.

We evaluate our method on an industrial manipulative task of assembling parts of a pump

system and it outperforms state-of-the-art results. Our contributions are: (1) a framework for
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recognizing live activities of a manipulative task in an industrial setup; (2) the novel com-

bination of a random forest with randomization, discriminative relationships mining and

Markov temporal structure; and (3) the use of qualitative relationships between pairs of vi-

sual features. The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows: Sec.2 discusses

related work. Sec.3 describes our spatiotemporal relationships and Sec.4 presents the pro-

posed random forest. Experimental results are discussed in Sec.5 and the concluding remarks

are given in Sec.6.

2 Related work

In the computer vision literature, several different approaches for activity recognition can

be identified [1, 37]. There have been various attempts in the past to model spatiotemporal

relationships as a context for action and activity recognition. Matikainen et al. proposed

a method for activity recognition by encoding pairwise relationships between fragments of

trajectories using sequencing code map (SCM) quantization [25]. Ryoo et al. presented a

method for recognizing activities that uses spatiotemporal relations between spatiotemporal

cuboids [30]. Sapienza et al. proposed a framework for action classification using local

deformable spatial bag-of-features (LDS-BoF) in which local discriminative regions are split

into a fixed grid of parts that are allowed to deform in both space and time [31]. Yao et al.

classify human activity in still images by considering pairwise interactions between image

regions [39]. Inspired by [30, 39], our framework considers spatiotemporal relationships

between visual features.

In this work, the main objective is to recognize activities in real-time from the egocentric

viewpoint which distinguishes it from the above-mentioned approaches. Starner and Pent-

land were one of the first to use an egocentric setup to recognize American sign language

in real-time [35]. More recently, Behera et al. described a method for real-time monitoring

of activities using a bag-of-relations extracted from wrist-object interactions [4]. Fathi et

al. presented a hierarchical model of daily activities by exploring the consistent appearance

changes of objects and hands [13]. Most of the above-mentioned approaches are designed

to perform after-the-fact classification of activities after fully observing the activities. Fur-

thermore, they often require object detectors for detecting wrists and objects as object-wrist

interactions have been used as a cue for discriminating activities.

Random forests have gained popularity in computer vision applications such as classi-

fiers [7, 21, 24, 39], fast means of clustering descriptors [27] and image segmentation [32].

Motivated by [17, 39], we combine randomization, discriminative training and a Markov

temporal structure to obtain an effective classifier with good generalizability and temporally

smoothed output for fast and efficient inference. Nevertheless, our method differs from [39]

in that for each nonterminal node, we use a linear SVM on spatiotemporal relationships be-

tween randomly chosen visual words instead of using image regions. Moreover, our method

uses a video stream for recognizing activities which is different from using single images.

3 Spatiotemporal Relationships

In this section, we explain the extraction of our proposed relationships by considering the

spatiotemporal distribution of visual descriptors in a video sequence (xyt i.e. two image di-

mensions xy plus time t). These relationships are represented as a histogram in which each

bin encodes the frequency of a particular relationship. A video sequence vi = {I1 . . . IT} con-
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Figure 2: (a) Feature points with assigned codeword αk (blue dots) and αk′ (black dots).

(b) Local relationships centering each ‘blue dot’ (reference codeword) are created by con-

sidering surrounding ‘black dots’. (c) Histogram counting qualitative local relationships.

(d) Global relationships encode the relationships between a pair of visual features (‘blue

dot’) by considering distance d and orientation θ w.r.t. x-axis (image plane). (e) Temporal

relationships of before, during and after over a sliding window of duration D centered at t.

sists of T images. Every image It=1...T is processed to extract a set of visual features using

one of the available approaches such as SIFT [23], STIP [19], SURF [3] and CUBOID [10].

Each feature ft = ( f desc
t , f loc

t ) in image It is represented by a feature descriptor f desc
t and

its xy position f loc
t in the image plane. A codebook of size K is generated using only the

descriptor f desc
t part of the features via K-means clustering. Once the codebook is gener-

ated, the descriptor part f desc
t of each feature ft is assigned the nearest codeword αk (hard

assignment) using the standard Euclidean distance i.e. ft = (αk
t , f loc

t ), where k = 1 . . .K.

Spatiotemporal Relationships into a Histogram. The position f loc
t and the assigned

nearest visual word αk
t information of feature ft are used for the extraction of spatiotemporal

relationships. For a given image It , a feature set F = { ft−σt :t+σt} containing all feature

points over a temporal spread of σt is extracted. In this setting, we use σt = 0.2 seconds

i.e. all frames within 0.2 seconds before and after the current frame It are considered. A

pair of visual words αk, αk′ ∈ codebook is randomly selected at the internal nodes of our

proposed random forest (Sec.4.1). Then the respective subset of features Fk ⊂ F and Fk′ ⊂ F

assigned to the corresponding visual word αk, αk′ are chosen. This is illustrated in Fig.2a,

where ‘blue dots’ represent features from the subset Fk and ‘black dots’ from the respective

subset Fk′ . For each element in Fk, we extract the proposed local relationships by considering

its location in the image plane. These relationships consider the elements in Fk′ which are

located within a circle of radius r (experimentally we set this 1/5
th

of image height) for a

given element in Fk. The local relationships consist of left, right, top and bottom qualitative

relations as depicted in Fig.2b.

The final relationships histogram describes the global relationships between the local

relationships that are computed for every element in Fk. Assume there are N = |Fk| element

in Fk. Consequently, there are N local relationships structures (Fig.2c) that capture the re-

lationships between the elements in Fk and F ′
k . The global relationships are extracted by

considering pairs of distinct elements in Fk i.e. pair ( fi, f j) ∈ Fk, i ≺ j and i, j = 1 . . .N. For

a given pair ( fi, f j), we compute the Euclidean distance d and angle θ w.r.t. the image x-axis

by using their respective location information, and is shown in Fig.2d. The distance log(d) is

divided equally into four bins representing their respective qualitative relationships of very-

near, near, far and very-far. Similarly, the direction information θ (0−π) associated with

the pair of elements fi and f j, is quantized into four equal orientation bins.
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Figure 3: (a) Conventional decision trees. The histogram below the leaf nodes represents

the posterior probability distribution P(a|lτ). (b) The proposed decision trees sample a pair

of visual words and the splitting criterion is based on the relationships between the sampled

words. The posterior probability at a time step t over a video sequence is computed as

P(at |l
τ
1 . . . l

τ
T ). Green dotted lines illustrate the temporal dependencies between leaves.

A sliding window of duration D = 4 seconds is used to capture the temporal relationship

of the above-mentioned qualitative spatial relations. The center of the sliding window is

positioned on the current frame It . The temporal relation for each pair of features is mod-

eled using three basic relationships of before, during and after by considering time intervals

within the window (Fig.2e). The amount of contribution is based on its position within the

sliding window and is decided by the weight associated with the respective before, during

and after curves in Fig.2e i.e. w= 1−{log(|t±δ t|)/log(D)}, where t−D/2≤ δ t ≤ t+D/2.

This implies if the image It+δ t is close to the reference image It then it gives more weight

w to the bin during than the bin after. The total number of bins in our final spatiotemporal

relationship histogram is 4 (local relationships) ×4 (log(d)) ×4 (θ) × 3 (temporal).

4 Random Forests for Modeling Activities

We begin with a brief review of the random forest framework proposed by Breiman [8]. A

random forest is a multi-class classifier consisting of an ensemble of decision trees and each

tree is created using some form of randomization. Every internal node contains a binary test

that best splits the data in that node into two subsets for the respective left and right child

node. The splitting is stopped when a leaf node is reached. Each leaf node of every tree

provides the posterior probability of activity classes and is computed as a histogram repre-

senting the proportion of training examples belonging to that class (Fig.3a). An example

is classified by sending it down every tree and accumulating the leaf distributions from all

the trees. The posterior probability of activities a at leaf node l of tree τ is represented as

P(a|lτ), where a is the total number of activities classes in the training set. A test example

is assigned an activity label a∗ by taking the argmax of the averaged posterior probabilities

i.e. a∗ = argmax
a

∑
T
τ=1 P(a|lτ).

In the following sections, we present the process of obtaining P(a|lτ) using the proposed

approach. Further details about the learning procedure for the conventional random forest

can be found in [7, 8, 21, 32].

4.1 Discriminative Markov Decision Trees

In order to recognize activities from video sequences, we propose a random forest consisting

of discriminative Markov decision trees which unifies three important concepts: (1) Ran-
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for growing decision trees in the

proposed random forest framework.

1: for tree τ = 1 → T do

2: Randomly select a subset of training samples

S′ ⊂ S; (Sec.4.2)
3: if SplitNode(S′) then

4: Randomly assign a binary label;(Sec.4.2)

5: Randomly sample the candidate pairs of vi-

sual words; (Sec.4.2)
6: Compute the relationships histogram h (Sec.3);

7: Select the best pair of visual words to split S′

into two subsets S′l and S′r (Sec.4.2);

8: SplitNode(S′l) and SplitNode(S′r).

9: else

10: Return the posterior probability P(a|lτ ) for

the current leaf.
11: end if

12: end for

Proposed Random Forest (SIFT+STIP) 68.56%

Proposed Random Forest (SIFT) 66.54%

Proposed Random Forest (STIP) 56.34%

Wrist-object relationships (Behera et al. [4]) 52.09%

Conventional Random Forest (SIFT+STIP) 57.11%

Conventional Random Forest (STIP) 49.39%

Conventional Random Forest (SIFT) 53.28%

χ2-SVM (SIFT+STIP) 63.19%

χ2-SVM (STIP) 54.19%

χ2-SVM (SIFT) 53.21%

Table 1: Performance comparison for the

leave-one-subject-out experiments on our

new challenging dataset. In χ2-SVM,

SIFT+STIP is the concatenation of the

both bag-of-words features.

domization to explore the codebook space; (2) Discriminative training to extract the most

important spatiotemporal relationships between visual words; and (3) Exploring temporal

consistency between leaf nodes for encoding sequential information (Fig.3b). In our discrim-

inative classifier, we use feature vectors describing the spatiotemporal qualitative relation-

ships between randomly selected pairs of visual words. The sampling space is K×(K+1)/2

(including self pairing i.e. (αk,αk)) for a given codebook size of K.

4.2 Growing Trees with Randomized Learning

An overview of generating the proposed random forest is shown in Algorithm 1. Each tree

is trained separately on a random subset S′ ⊂ S of the training data S (step 2 in Algorithm

1). S = {I} is a set consisting frames belonging to training sequences. Learning proceeds

recursively, binary splitting the training data at internal nodes into the respective left and right

subsets S′l and S′r (step 3). The binary splitting is done in the following four stages: randomly

assign all frames from each activity class to a binary label (step 4); randomly sample a pair

of visual words from the codebook sampling space (step 5); compute the spatiotemporal

relationships histogram h using the sampled visual words as described in Sec.3 (step 6); and

use a linear SVM to learn a binary split of the training data using the extracted h as feature

vector. At a given internal node, assume there are a′ ⊆ a activity classes. We uniformly

sample |a′| binary variables and assign all frames of a particular activity class to a binary

label. Using the extracted relationship histogram h, we learn a binary SVM at each internal

node and send the data sample to the left child if wT h ≤ 0 otherwise to the right child, where

w is the set of weights learned through the linear SVM. Using the information gain criteria

in [7], each binary split corresponds to a pair of visual words and is evaluated on the training

frames that falls in the current node. Finally, the split that maximizes the information gain is

selected (step 7). The splitting process is repeated with the newly formed subsets i.e. S′l and

S′r (step 8). The current node is considered as a leaf node (i.e. there is no further splitting)

if it encounters any of the following conditions: (i) predefined maximum depth has been

reached, (ii) the total number of training samples is less than a predefined threshold and (iii)

the information gain is insignificant (step 3).

Implementation Details. Each tree is trained using a random subset consisting 80% of

the training frames. At each nonterminal nodes, we use the default setting of
√

K × (K +1)/2
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Figure 4: (a) Performance comparison with various baselines with increasing codebook size.

The performance of the proposed method using K = 5 (60.13%) is better than most of the

baselines with K = 200. (b) Confusion matrix of the proposed method using SIFT (K = 10).

pairs of visual words in selecting the node split tests. We restrict the depth of our tree to 10

and the minimum number frames in a nonterminal node to 2% of the total training frames.

In all our experiments, we generate 200 trees per forest.

4.3 Inference

The proposed inference algorithm computes the posterior marginals of all activities at over a

frame It at t. Assume there are T frames in a given video sequence (t = 1 . . .T ). For a given

tree τ and frame sequence I1 . . . IT , the respective sequence of visited leaf nodes is lτ
1 . . . l

τ
T

(Fig.3b). Using this sequence of leaf nodes, our goal is to compute the posterior distribution

P(at |l
τ
1 . . . l

τ
T ) of activities over the frame It . The smoothed output over the whole forest is

achieved by averaging the posterior probabilities from all T trees:

a∗t = argmax
at

T

∑
τ=1

P(at |l
τ
1 . . . l

τ
T ) (1)

From now onwards, we discuss the computation of the posterior probabilities from a single

tree and therefore, for clarity we will not use the tree term τ . The right side of the above

equation (1) can be expressed as: P(at |l1 . . . lT ) = P(at |l1 . . . lt , lt+1 . . . lT ) i.e. the probabil-

ity distribution is expressed by breaking at the time point t. By applying Bayes rule and

conditional independence of the leaf sequence l1 . . . lt and lt+1 . . . lT given activities at :

P(at |l1 . . . lT ) ∝ P(at |l1 . . . lt)P(lt+1 . . . lT |at) (2)

The term f0:t = P(at |l1 . . . lt) provides the probability of ending up in any particular activity

after visiting the first t leaf nodes and is essentially the “forward message pass”. Similarly,

bt+1:T = P(lt+1 . . . lT |at) provides the probability of visiting the remaining leaf nodes given

the starting point P(at |l1 . . . lt) and is known as the “backward message pass”. The respective

forward f0:t = f0:t−1AP(lt |at) and backward bt+1:T =AP(lt+2|at+2)bt+2:T probabilities are

computed using the forward-backward algorithm [29]. A is the activities transition proba-

bility matrix and is computed using the activity labels of all frames belonging to the training

sequences. The probability P(lt |at) of reaching a leaf node lt given activity at is estimated

by applying Bayes rule i.e. P(lt |at) = P(at |lt)P(lt)/P(at), where P(at |lt) is the posterior

activities distributions (histogram) in the leaf node lt of our decision tree (Fig.3b).
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Figure 5: Comparison of the performance of live activity recognition. SIFT bag-of-words

(K = 200) results in accuracy of 53.21% using χ2−SVM and 53.28% using conventional

random forest. The method in [4] results in 52.09%. The proposed method is 66.20%

(K = 10) significantly better than the baselines, where the random chance is 5%.

5 Experiments

In order to validate our novel activity recognition framework, we use a challenging indus-

trial task (Ball Valve Assembly) in which a person installs a new ball valve and assembles the

components of a pump system. The task includes complex bimanual manipulations involving

many tools, and shiny and textureless small objects. The task is classified with background

and 19 different activities, namely: (1) Pick/attach ball valve, (2) pick/attach bearing, (3) fix

bearing, (4) pick spanner, (5) tight bearing, (6) put down spanner, (7) pick/put positioner,

(8) pick/fix cover, (9) pick screwdriver, (10) fasten screws, (11) put down screwdriver, (12)

attach positioner, (13) tighten positioner bolts, (14) pick connector, (15) attach connector,

(16) remove cap, (17) pick pipe, (18) fix cap to pipe and (19) attach pipe. Some activities ap-

pear multiple times within the task. For example, ‘pick up spanner’ and ‘put down spanner’

activities are called each time a part is attached to the pump system. The dataset consists

of 30 video sequences captured from 6 participants executing the task (30 fps, ∼ 210,000

frames)1. Training and testing sets are based on leave-one-subject-out as is done in [4, 13].

Baselines: We use two different classification techniques: SVM and random forest [8]

using a histogram representing bag-of-words for each sliding window. For SVM, we use the

χ2−kernel for better accuracy as reported in [38]. We train a χ2−SVM by generating a bag-

of-words built over the sliding window on STIP [19]. Similarly, we train another χ2−SVM

on SIFT [23]. We further concatenate the STIP and SIFT and train a third χ2−SVM for

performance comparison. Similarly, we train two different random forests: one using STIP

and another using SIFT. We linearly combine the output of these two forests to get the joint

performance. Experimentally, we found that by combining the output of the forests performs

2.5% better than using a random forest on concatenating STIP and SIFT bag-of-words his-

togram. The results are shown in Table 1. In χ2−SVM, using both STIP and SIFT perform

better than individual (STIP: 54.19%, SIFT: 53.21%) and we got the similar trend using

conventional random forest (STIP: 49.39%, SIFT: 53.28%). In most of the classification

techniques, the performance using only SIFT is better than STIP. This could be due to the

uncontrolled movements of the camera in an egocentric setup.

1Dataset and source code are available at www.engineering.leeds.ac.uk/computing/research/

ai/BallValve/index.htm
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Figure 6: (a) Effect of various normalization with prior (distribution of codewords). (b)

Performance comparison of our proposed random forests with and without temporal struc-

ture (Fig.3b). For K = 20, without temporal structure the accuracy is 63.76% and with the

structure the accuracy is 64.74% and 65.71% online and offline, respectively.

Proposed Method: We compare our method to the baselines and the state-of-the-art

work in [4] which models the wrist-object and object-object interactions using qualitative

and functional relationships. The work in [4] uses a generic object detector for the key

objects. The detection and tracking is done using RGB-D video. That method achieves

52.09% accuracy on our dataset consisting of 20 activity classes. The proposed method

achieves 66.54% (K = 40) using SIFT only where random chance is 5%. This is a signif-

icant improvement over the existing approaches presented in the Table 1. One of the main

reason for the better performance of our proposed method is that the state-of-the-art method

relies on the quality of the object detections. Our dataset consists of manipulative tasks and

often the key objects are partially occluded. Furthermore, the activities consist of metallic

textureless objects which makes it difficult for the object detector. The proposed method

overcomes these problems by using spatiotemporal relationships at the feature level and cap-

tures both the wrist-object appearance and motion information. Furthermore, the proposed

approach achieved accuracy of 66.54% using only SIFT features. By combining both SIFT

and STIP, we get a significant boost in recognition accuracy (68.56%) in comparison to the

baseline evaluations. For live activity recognition we use only SIFT features since STIP is

computationally more expensive.

We compare the performance of our method with the baselines with increasing codebook

size K and is shown in Fig.4a. For K = 5, the proposed method performs better than the most

of the baselines for K = 200. This is mainly due to the way we encode the spatiotemporal

qualitative relationships between randomly chosen pairs visual words. The performance of

the proposed method increases with K. However, the training time for the proposed forest

increases with K as the number of unique pairs K× (K+1)/2 grows. Nevertheless, the test-

ing time is the same for all K as the splitting criterion is based on the relationships between

a single pair which is obtained generating the tree (Fig.3b). The average computational time

for computing the proposed relationships is around 5 milliseconds on a single core 2.8 GHz,

64-bit PC. Therefore, the proposed method can easily be applicable for the monitoring of live

activities as the performance is significantly better than the baselines as well as state-of-the-

art [4] for a smaller value of K. Fig.4b shows the confusion matrix of the proposed method

for live activity recognition. We present the performance comparison with the baselines for

live activity recognition using SIFT features in Fig.5.
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Ground-truth 

Proposed method 

Method in [4] 
Time axis 

Figure 7: Task recognition result of one of the live test videos. The horizontal axis represents

time. Each color represents an activity assigned to the sliding window. The middle bar

represents the ground-truth, the bottom bar shows the results using method [4] (52.09%)

and the top bar represents the result of our proposed method (66.54%). The output of the

proposed method is smoother and matches better with the ground-truth in comparison to [4].

Normalization Strategies: We look into the effect of 4 different normalization strate-

gies on our qualitative relationships histogram and their influence on the overall performance

(Fig.6a). Experimentally, we found that the performance is slightly better using the L2-norm

separately on the before, during and after relationships in our histogram than a single normal-

ization. The level-wise normalization is used in each level while generating our relationship

histogram. First, the local relationships histogram (left, right, top and bottom) is normalized

using the L1-norm. Then, the global relationships histogram (very-near, near, far and very-

far) is normalized again using the L1-norm (Sec.3). Finally, we use the above-mentioned

separate L2-norm on the before, during and after relationships. We found that using a sepa-

rate L2-norm gives better performance than the level-wise normalization (Fig.6a).

In bag-of-words approaches [14, 20, 33], specific visual words will normally be signif-

icantly biased towards certain activities classes. Therefore, a classifier learnt on the spa-

tiotemporal relationships between a pair of visual words will have corresponding prior pref-

erences for those activities classes. In order to include this prior, we assign the relationships

between each pair of visual words (αk,αk′ ∈ codebook) with a weight wk,k′ = hk+hk′ , where

h is a histogram with K bins representing the distribution of K visual words in a sliding win-

dow (bag-of-words distribution). The performance is better by using this prior with the

separate L2-norm and is shown in Fig.6a.

The influence of adding temporal links (Fig.3b) in our discriminative decision tree in the

proposed forest is shown in Fig.6b for K = 20. Offline and online refer to the respective

evaluation using complete observation (full activity sequence) and partial observation i.e.

from beginning to the current time step t. As expected in modeling sequential data, the

performance is improved ≈ 2% using these temporal links.

6 Conclusions and future work

We present a random forest with discriminative Markov decision tree algorithm to recog-

nize activities. The proposed algorithm finds a pair of visual features whose spatiotemporal

relationships are highly discriminative and uses a Markov temporal structure that provides

temporally consistent decisions. The proposed method can be easily applicable for live mon-

itoring of activities and does not require the intermediate step of object detection. The pro-

posed framework is evaluated on a new dataset comprising industrial manipulative tasks and

outperforms the result of state-of-the-art methods. Future work is to include functional rela-

tionships between visual features.
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